Abstract：Traditional target tracking methods are easy to lose the target in complex background, especially tracking multiple targets. In this paper PSO（Particle Swarm Optimization）algorithm is presented, it is used to calculate the weights of features. and weight the features to get optimal feature, then apply the optimal feature to Meanshift. And, combine the adjustable window algorithm with Meanshift to adapt to the change of the target scale. The experiments' results show that the proposed algorithm has improved the robustness and accuracy than the traditional tracking algorithm in complex background and with multi-target.
Introduction
Multi-target tracking is actually calculate 2-D coordinate of moving targets in images [1] . In literature [2] , track target by fusing R, G, B three color features, calculating the separability of each feature between target and background and weighting them. Considering the track box the Meanshift selects is fixed, it always lead to a failure when the target's scale is changeful. In literature [3] , the method selects target by multiple tracking boxes for target template matching, and chose size of the best matching rate tracking box to update tracking box size, this method is easy to realize. In this paper, PSO is introduced to fuse of color, texture and edge, the fused feature is used as tracking feature of Meanshift, and a method for adjusting window is also mentioned.
A method of target tracking based on multi-feature fusion

Target feature selection
Color feature [8] is robust to partial cover, changing in scale and target rotation, etc. Considering the image obtained directly is RGB format, we choose RGB color space for feature extraction and color histogram is used to describe target and background.
Texture [4] is robust to rotation and light changing. An operator of LBP is used to describe texture. The calculation for LBP is as follows: for an image, select a pixel as center point, set it's gray value as threshold. If the gray value of surrounding pixel is smaller than the threshold value, set the pixel's value to 0, else set to 1. Then obtain a binary sequence and weight it, this value is center's LBP value. In this paper, template for calculating LBP value is selected by 3 * 3, the calculation for LBP can be described as:
Where , and are gray value of pixel n and k, T is threshold value.
Edge features are insensitive to light or color changing. In this paper, Canny [5] edge detector is selected. Firstly, a Gaussian Filter is used to process the image and a gradient map is obtained by calculating the image's gradient. Then restrain non-maximum value of gradient map and reserve the maximum local gradient point. Last, use dual threshold to detect edge connection, that is, retain
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Feature fusion criterion
In this paper, RGB color, LBP texture and Canny edge are selected. contrast of target and background under each feature was calculated firstly, the weight was calculated by the discrimination next, and last, weighting the three features.
The description of target and background is shown in Fig. 1 , The region of the small rectangle means the target, the portion between rectangles is the background.
Fig. 1 description of target and background
Giving a feature g, the target histogram under this feature is (i), the background's is (i), and respectively are empirical distribution probability density functions of background and target. The specific mathematical expression is:
Where i is quantified series, and represent the number of pixels in target and background region. The distinction degree under this feature is represented by log-likelihood ratio function L(i), which is defined as:
Where ε is a very small value to guarantee the denominator is not 0, set to 0.001 . Use the variance of L(i) to describe discrimination between target and background, as follow:
Multi-feature fusion based on PSO
In this paper, PSO [6] algorithm was used to compute features' weights, record the candidate features of color, texture and edge as C,L,E, denote the weights as ω1,ω2 and ω3, the fusion feature is: F=ω1*C+ω2*L+ω3*E (5) The weight can be expressed in vector form: W =[ω1, ω2, ω3] (6) The optimal solution is denoted as W', and the calculation of W' is setting m particles in the Ddimensional space, the D-dimensional position vector of the i-th particle is expressed as =( , ,…, ,…, ) , move to the next position from the current position at the speed =( , ,…, ,…, ). And the particle updated itself by two extremums: one is individual extremum =( , ,…, ,…, ), the other is global extremum =( , ,…, ,…, ). The expressions are as follows: (4) . When all particles finish the iterations or the position invariant, get the which is W′.
Meanshift algorithm
{ },i=1,…,n is a pixel set in target region. Kernel function k(x) is a function of isotropy and monotone decreasing [7] . Description of target's histogram is as follow:
) Where δ(x) is Delta function, δ(b( )-u) is to judge whether the feature value of the pixels in target region is u, if true, set to 1, else set to 0. C is a standardized constant coefficient, to ensure =1. So there is C= . Similarly, the Kernel histogram of candidate target model is described as follow:
Where = .
The similarity of and is expressed by Bhattacharrya (BH) coefficient :
Taylor expansion of formula (12) in 0, then we get:
When get maximum value, calculating for new position is describes as:
Where g(x)= -k(x).
Scale adaptive strategy
On the basis of the Meanshift algorithm, SPMSA algorithm [4] is proposed, which means to regard the traced box of previous frame as a standard, get three size of traced boxs, size are the original's 110%,100%, 90%. Matching the selected area by them with the area selected by the original trace box. Selecting the optimal size as the current frame size which has the biggest matching coefficient. The algorithm is as follows:
1) Calculate the similarity of the template at the current position of y, represented by BH coefficient, expressed as BH1;
2) Use the Meanshift algorithm, calculate the new position y1 of the target; 3) Calculate the BH coefficient at the position of y1, expressed as BH2, and compare BH1 with BH2, for each iteration, adjust the width three times, size are original's 110%,100%,90%, iterate until the BH2 is maximum. Similarly, adjust the height three times, until the BH2 is maximum; 4) Compare BH1 with BH2, if BH2>BH1 and >ε, replace the original coefficient by BH2, and return to step 2, until BH2<BH1 or <ε is satisfied.
Experiment Result and Analysis
Capture the 1,50,100,150,200,250,300 frames from the same video sequence respectively, and compare the result of the algorithm of traditional Meanshift added the scale adaptive transform method with the proposed algorithm.
It can be seen from Fig. 2 that the middle vehicle is lost in the 100th frame because of background interference. In the 150th frame, the tracking of the left vehicle is inaccurate, It's all dependent on single color feature. frame 250 frame 300 Fig. 3 herein algorithm Fig. 3 shows the results by the proposed algorithm. Because of multi-feature fusion, in the 50th and 100th frames of the video sequences and after that, even though the interference of background is strong, tracking can also accurate because of the other two features. Compared with traditional Meanshift, it has better accuracy and robustness.
Conclusions
In this paper, the PSO algorithm is combineded with Meanshift, and an operation of adjustable frame size is added. This method makes the results better when the background is complex or the size of object is changeful. The proposed algorithm calculate the contrast of objectives and background about different features, get the optimal weights by PSO, and weight these feature, then, match several different sizes template with the target template, and find the best size. Comparing the results of the traditional Meanshift with proposed algorithm by experiment, the algorithm in this paper shows better accuracy and robustness when background is complex or target's scale is changeful.
